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To early identify cylindrical roller bearing failures, this paper proposes a comprehensive bearing fault diagnosis method, which
consists of spectral kurtosis analysis for finding the most informative subband signal well representing abnormal symptoms about
the bearing failures, fault signature calculation using this subband signal, enhanced distance evaluation technique- (EDET-) based
fault signature analysis that outputs the most discriminative fault features for accurate diagnosis, and identification of various
single and multiple-combined cylindrical roller bearing defects using the simplified fuzzy adaptive resonance map (SFAM). The
proposed comprehensive bearing fault diagnosis methodology is effective for accurate bearing fault diagnosis, yielding an average
classification accuracy of 90.35%. In this paper, the proposed EDET specifically addresses shortcomings in the conventional distance
evaluation technique (DET) by accurately estimating the sensitivity of each fault signature for each class. To verify the efficacy of the
EDET-based fault signature analysis for accurate diagnosis, a diagnostic performance comparison is carried between the proposed
EDET and the conventional DET in terms of average classification accuracy. In fact, the proposed EDET achieves up to 106.85%
performance improvement over the conventional DET in average classification accuracy.

1. Introduction

Although rolling element bearings are the most significant
elements to support heavy loads in rotatingmachines [1], they
frequently faced severe failures during operation. Because
these unscheduled bearing defects cause tremendous eco-
nomic losses, reliable bearing fault diagnosis is urgently
demanded. Thus, we propose a comprehensive bearing fault
diagnosis method that includes the following two essential
aspects: fault signature extraction and pattern recognition.

As a failure occurs in a rolling element bearing, it is hard
to extract fault characteristic information from the nonsta-
tionary vibration signals [2]. To address this nonstationary
issue, time-frequency analyses have become an indispensable
part of fault diagnosis of bearings. These include short-
time Fourier transform (STFT) [3, 4], wavelet transform
(WT) [5–9], and empirical mode decomposition (EMD)
[10–17]. Traditionally, STFT has been used in processing

nonstationary signals by carrying out a fast Fourier transform
(FFT) for short periods of time; this determines which
frequency is present at which time. However, this gives a
constant resolution for all the frequencies because it requires
a constant length window for the entire signal, which pro-
duces a uniform partition of the time-frequency plane. In
general, abnormal symptoms of the rolling element bearing
will appear anywhere in the mid-/high-frequency spectrum
range. This requires multiresolution analysis, which gives a
fine time resolution and a coarse frequency resolution at
high frequencies, while giving a fine frequency resolution but
a coarse time resolution for low frequencies. Hence, STFT
has been superseded by both WT and EMD. Although both
WT and EMD are effective time-frequency decomposition
tools, which are widely applied to reliable bearing fault
diagnosis, they have a common shortcoming. When a signal
is decomposed into multiple subband signals and intrinsic
mode functions (IMFs) by WT and EMD, respectively, it is
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Figure 1: A self-designed fault simulator.

necessary to select informative subband signals and IMFs that
contain intrinsic information about various bearing defects.
To deal with this issue, this paper employs spectral kurtosis
analysis (i.e., kurtogram) [18] in our comprehensive bearing
fault diagnosis approach and it is performed by calculating
kurtosis values from envelope power spectra, where envelope
power spectra are obtained from the decomposed subband
signals at different wavelet packet decomposition depths.
Based on these spectral kurtosis measurements, we exploit a
subband signal yielding the highest spectral kurtosis value for
feature extraction.

Recently, the importance of fault feature analysis has
gradually increased because all the extracted fault signa-
tures may not be equally useful for accurate diagnosis.
Furthermore, a high-dimensional feature vector can be a
primary reason of the diagnostic performance degradation.
To deal with high-dimensional, non-Gaussian fault signa-
tures, Jin et al. used trace ratio linear discriminant analysis
and showed satisfactory results to diagnose various bearing
failures [19]. Jiang et al. proposed semisupervised kernel
marginal fisher analysis for optimal feature selection by
reducing incompetent features [20]. They fed the optimal
low-dimensional features into a 𝑘-nearest neighbor classifier
to recognize different fault categories of bearing defects.
Principal component analysis- (PCA-) based bearing fault
prediction methods are also familiar [21]. Derivatives of PCA
in a nonlinear form, such as kernel PCA (KPCA) and kernel
fisher discriminant analysis (KFDA), have been used in fault
diagnosis to allow nonlinear dependency between feature
variables [22–25]. Shen et al. employed a distance evaluation
technique (DET) for sensitive fault-feature selection [26],
which usually exhibits a large degree of variance for samples
belonging to different classes and a smaller degree of variance
for samples belonging to the same class. For reliable bearing

fault diagnosis, this paper proposes a derivative of DET,
enhanced DET (EDET), to decide the most discriminative
subset of all the extract fault signatures. The conventional
DET has drawbacks in sensitivity estimation of each fault fea-
ture because it is based on average intraclass compactness and
interclass separability among different classes. In practice,
the average is not effective for dealing with skewed features.
Hence, the EDET modifies the sensitivity estimation scheme
in the conventional DET for improving feature analysis
efficiency. To identify various bearing failures, we use a
simplified fuzzy ARTMAP (SFAM), a special class of artificial
neural networks, as the classifier [27–29], where ARTMAP
denotes an adaptive resonance theory map.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes a self-designed fault simulator including the data
acquisition system and seeded bearing failures considered in
this study. Section 3 introduces the comprehensive bearing
fault diagnosis scheme, and Section 4 shows experimental
results. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.

2. A Self-Designed Fault Simulator and
Seeded Bearing Failures

Figure 1 shows a self-designed fault simulator involving a
data acquisition system, an inductionmotor, a gearboxwhose
reduction ration is 1.52 : 1, and adjustable blades. Likewise,
either a defect-free cylindrical roller bearing (DFCRB) or
defective cylindrical roller bearings can be installed in the
nondrive end bearing housing of this self-designed fault
simulator. To capture abnormal symptoms of seeded bear-
ings, this paper attaches a piezoelectric accelerometer (type
4371) to the nondrive end bearing housing and continuously
records vibration signals sampled at 65.536 kHz by using
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Table 1: Summary of specifications of the data acquisition system.

NEXUS conditioning amplifier
(type 2692-C)

(i) Frequency range:
0.1 Hz–100 kHz
(ii) Sensitivity: 10mV/ms−2

Piezoelectric charge
accelerometer (type 4371)

(i) Frequency range:
0.1 Hz–12.6 kHz
(ii) Sensitivity: 9.8 pC/g

Portable data acquisition device
(PULSE type 3560-C)

Maximum sampling
frequency: 25.6 kHz

an amplifier (NEXUS condition amplifier type 2692-C) and
a portable data acquisition device (PULSE type 3560-C)
because vibration analysis is effective for analyzing dynamic
activities in bearing failures [30–34]. Table 1 summaries spec-
ifications of the data acquisition system. Although vibration
signals can provide intrinsic information about bearing fail-
ures, unwanted random noise, which may be nonlinear and
non-Gaussian, inherent in themeasured vibration signals can
result in diagnostic performance deterioration. To address
this issue, we employ a Gaussian particle filter that is effective
for solving the non-Gaussian noise problem. More details
about its measurement and time update procedures for
estimating non-Gaussian noise are provided in [35].

To verify the proposed comprehensive bearing fault diag-
nosis methodology, this paper obtains 120 vibration signals
for each bearing (i.e., a DFCRB and seven different defective
bearings) that rotates at the shaft speed of 482 revolutions-
per-minute (RPM) under slight load condition, as presented
in Table 2. In addition, various single andmultiple-combined
bearing defects are depicted in Figure 2.

3. Proposed Bearing Fault
Diagnosis Methodology

The proposed comprehensive bearing fault diagnosis
approach is composed of the following two processes:
analysis process and evaluation process. The analysis process
of the bearing fault diagnosis scheme is to decide an optimal
subset of all the extracted statistical fault signatures while
the evaluation process is to validate efficacy of the proposed
diagnosis approach to identify incipient bearing defects.
Likewise, the analysis dataset includes randomly selected
30 vibration signals for each bearing condition and the
remaining vibration signals are used for the evaluation
dataset in this study. Figure 3 pictorially illustrates the overall
process of the proposed bearing fault diagnosis methodology.

3.1. Analysis Process. An optimal subset of fault signatures
is determined via this analysis process, which consists of
spectral kurtosis analysis, feature pool configuration, and
discriminative feature selection using the enhanced distance
evaluation technique (EDET).

Step 1. Practically, abnormal symptoms of incipient bearing
defects are well revealed in mid- or high-frequency subband
signals due to the amplitude modulation [36]. This calls
the exploration of subband signals that involve intrinsic

information about the bearing defects. To address this issue,
we exploit spectral kurtosis analysis [18], which outputs the
most informative subband signal yielding the highest kurtosis
value of the kurtogram that is generated by measuring kurto-
sis of envelop power spectra calculated from subband signals.
In this paper, the subband signals are obtained by means of
discrete wavelet packet transform with a Daubechies 45-tap
filter (e.g., db45). Furthermore, an envelope power spectrum
is yielded by squaring themagnitude of fast Fourier transform
of an envelope signal, where the envelope signal is the
absolute value of the complex-valued analytical signal that
is obtained by combining the given time-domain subband
signal and its Hilbert transformed signal. Figure 4 depicts an
example of spectral kurtosis analysis for a CRBCO.

Although a spectral kurtosis measurement is effective
for quantifying the amplitudes of the bearing characteristic
frequency (or bearing defect frequency) and its harmonics
in the envelope power spectrum, this measurement, which
basically measures the degree of protrusion, can be influ-
enced by unwanted spectral peaks such as harmonics of
operating frequency and spectral peaks that are not relevant
to bearing defects. Hence, we compute a kurtosis value for
the envelope power spectrum ranging from 𝑁 × 𝐹

𝑜

to 𝑁 ×

max(BPFO,BPFI, 2 × BSF) to produce the kurtogram as
shown in Figure 4, where 𝑁 (𝑁 = 3 in this study) is an
arbitrary natural number, 𝐹

𝑜

is the shaft speed in Hertz that
is computed by RPM/60, BPFO is the ball pass frequency for
the outer raceway, BPFI is the ball pass frequency for the inner
raceway, and BSF is the ball spin frequency, respectively, and
the bearing defect frequencies (e.g., BPFO, BPFI, and BSF)
are defined as follows [34]:
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𝑁
𝑟

⋅ 𝐹
𝑜

2
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𝑃
𝑑
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cos𝛼)
2
) .

(1)

These bearing characteristic frequencies are computed with
the following parameters: the number of cylindrical rollers
(𝑁
𝑟

= 13), the shaft speed inHertz (𝐹
𝑜

= 8.03Hz), the contact
angle (𝛼 = 0

∘), and roller and pitch diameters (𝐵
𝑑

= 9mm
and 𝑃

𝑑

= 46.5mm). Namely, BPFO = 42.09Hz, BPFI =
62.30Hz, and 2 × BSF = 39.93Hz, respectively.

Step 2. A 𝑁classes × 𝑁samples × 𝑁features feature pool, 𝐹, is
configured in Step 2 by calculating statistical parameters that
are widely used for bearing fault diagnosis, where 𝑁classes is
the number of classes to be discriminated in this study (i.e., a
DFCRB and seven defective bearings),𝑁samples is the number
of data samples for each bearing condition in the analysis
dataset (𝑁samples = 30 in this study), and 𝑁features is the
total number of fault signatures that are defined in Table 3. A
moment is mathematically defined as a specific quantitative
measure for the shape of a set of points. Thus, statistical
moments such as mean (first moment), standard deviation
(secondmoment about themean), skewness (thirdmoment),
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Table 2: Seeded bearing failures considered in this study.

CRBCO A cylindrical roller bearing with a crack on its outer raceway
CRBCI A cylindrical roller bearing with a crack on its inner raceway
CRBCR A cylindrical roller bearing with a crack on its roller
CRBCOI A cylindrical roller bearing with a crack on its outer and inner raceways
CRBCOR A cylindrical roller bearing with a crack on its outer raceway and roller
CRBCIR A cylindrical roller bearing with a crack on its inner raceway and roller
CRBCOIR A cylindrical roller bearing with a crack on its outer raceway, inner raceway, and roller
Crack size

Length 12mm on a bearing’s outer and inner raceways and 10mm on a bearing’s roller
Width 0.49mm
Depth 0.5mm

Average RPM 482

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g)

Figure 2: Single and multiple-combined bearing defects. (a) CRBCO, (b) CRBCI, (c) CRBCR, (d) CRBCOI, (e) CRBCOR, (f) CRBCIR, and
(g) CRBCOIR.
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Figure 3: Overall process of the proposed comprehensive bearing fault diagnosis methodology.
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Table 3: Twelve statistical fault signatures, where 𝑥 is themost informative subband signal via spectral kurtosis analysis,𝑁 is the total number
of the subband signal, 𝑥rms is the root mean square value of 𝑥, and max (|𝑥|) outputs the maximum value of 𝑥.

Parameter Definition Parameter Definition

Mean (f 1) 𝑥 =
1
𝑁

𝑁

∑

𝑖=1
𝑥
𝑖

Crest factor (f 2)
max (𝑥)
𝑥rms

Impulse factor (f 3)
max (|𝑥|)

(1/𝑁)∑𝑁
𝑖=1
𝑥𝑖


Standard deviation (f 4) √
1
𝑁

𝑁

∑

𝑖=1
(𝑥
𝑖

− 𝑥)
2

Kurtosis (f 5)
(1/𝑁)∑𝑁

𝑖=1 (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥)
4

((1/𝑁)∑𝑁
𝑖=1 (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥)

2
)
2 Skewness (f 6)

(1/𝑁)∑𝑁
𝑖=1 (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥)

3

((1/𝑁)∑𝑁
𝑖=1 (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥)

2
)
3/2

Energy (f 7)
𝑁

∑

𝑖=1
𝑥
2
𝑖

Peak (f 8) max (|𝑥|)

5th normalized moment (f 9)
(1/𝑁)∑𝑁

𝑖=1 (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥)
5

((1/𝑁)∑𝑁
𝑖=1 (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥)

2
)
5/2 Root mean square (f 10)

1
𝑁

𝑁

∑

𝑖=1
𝑥
2
𝑖

Latitude factor (f 11)
max (|𝑥|)

((1/𝑁)∑𝑁
𝑖=1√

𝑥𝑖
)

2 Absolute mean amplitude value (f 12)
1
𝑁

𝑁

∑

𝑖=1
|𝑥
𝑖

|
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Figure 4: An example of spectral kurtosis analysis for a CRBCO.

kurtosis (forthmoment), and 5thmoment can provide useful
information for discriminative single andmultiple-combined
bearing defects. Moreover, peak, energy, and absolute mean
amplitude values are used as key fault signatures for bearing
fault diagnosis due to their effectiveness quantifying the
severe bearing failures. In particular, peak and crest factor,
defined as the ratio of the peak level of the vibration signal to
the root mean square (RMS) level, are widely used to detect
changes of the impulsive vibrations due to BCO. The RMS,
defined as a quantitative measure of the power content in
the vibration signal, is also effective for detecting incipient
bearing defects.

Step 3. Although the main goal of feature selection is to
reduce computation burden caused by a large number of
fault signatures, feature selection can be often useful for

accurate bearing fault diagnosis by removing some of them
that do not contribute much to identification of bearing
failures. Thus, this paper proposes the EDET, an improve-
ment on DET [26], to determine an optimal subset of fault
signatures. As discussed in Section 1, the conventional DET
estimates degree of sensitivity of each fault signature to decide
whether it is a discriminative feature minimizing intraclass
compactness and maximizing the interclass separability. To
meausre the sensitivity of the 𝑖th fault signature, the DET
first calculates the intraclass compactness for the 𝑖th fault
signature by compactness

𝑖

= (1/𝑁classes) ∑
𝑁classes
𝑚=1 𝐷

𝑚,𝑖

, where
𝐷
𝑚,𝑖

indicates the degree of the 𝑖th feature density for the
𝑚th class which is expressed as 𝐷

𝑚,𝑖

= (1/(𝑁samples ⋅

(𝑁samples − 1))) ∑𝑁samples
𝑗=1 ∑

𝑁samples
𝑘=1,𝑗 ̸=𝑘 |𝐹(𝑚, 𝑗, 𝑖) − 𝐹(𝑚, 𝑘, 𝑖)| and

then computes the interclass separability for the 𝑖th fault
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Figure 5: Examples of the 𝑖th and 𝑗th fault signature distribution per class with the assumption that these features have the same degrees of
the interclass separability.

signature by seperability
𝑖

= (1/(𝑁classes ⋅ (𝑁classes −

1))) ∑𝑁classes
𝑚=1

∑
𝑁classes
𝑛=1,𝑚 ̸=𝑛

|𝐶
𝑚,𝑖

− 𝐶
𝑛,𝑖

|, where 𝐶
𝑚,𝑖

is the centroid
value of the 𝑖th fault signature for the 𝑚th class that is
defined as 𝐶

𝑚,𝑖

= (1/𝑁samples) ∑
𝑁samples
𝑘=1

𝐹(𝑚, 𝑘, 𝑖). Finally,
the sensitivity of the 𝑖th fault signature, 𝛼

𝑖

, is expressed as
𝛼
𝑖

= seperability
𝑖

/compactness
𝑖

. In general, the conventional
DET finding a subset of fault signatures that yield higher
sensitivities shows satisfactory performance for bearing fault
diagnosis. However, the DET has the following shortcomings
when estimating the sensitivity of each fault signature:

(i) In the conventional DET, an average value of the
degrees of feature density for all classes is used tomea-
sure the intraclass compactness and this intraclass
compactness measurement can be drawback that the
sensitivity of fault signatures ismisestimated. Figure 5
illustrates examples of the 𝑖th and 𝑗th fault signature
distribution per class with the assumption that these
two feature have the same degrees of the interclass
separability. As shown in Figure 5, although the 𝑖th
fault feature is more useful for discriminating the first
three classes (i.e., class 1, class 2, and class 3) rather
than the 𝑗th fault signature, a very low degree of the
𝑖th feature density for the fourth class (i.e., class 4)
may greatly decrease the sensitivity of this feature,
where a low degree of the 𝑖th feature density for the
𝑚th class (or a higher value of 𝐷

𝑚,𝑖

) implies the 𝑖th
feature is widely dispersed.

(ii) Similar to the intraclass compactness estimation
in the conventional DET, the interclass separability
using an average distance among centroids of each
class is another shortcoming in sensitivity estimation
of fault signatures. Figure 6 depicts examples of the 𝑖th
and 𝑗th fault feature distribution with the assumption
that these signatures have the same degrees of the
intraclass compactness. In Figure 6, the sensitivity
of the 𝑗th fault feature can be much higher than
the 𝑖th feature due to the great distance between

a centroid of the fourth class and centroids of the
other classes. According to the feature selection policy
of the conventional DET, the 𝑗th fault signature is
selected for fault diagnosis. Figure 6, however, shows
the 𝑖th fault feature is more helpful for identifying
these classes than the 𝑗th signature.

Accordingly, this paper enhances the conventional DET
(EDET) by measuring the sensitivity of each fault signature
for each class. To do this, we use the 𝑖th feature density
for the 𝑚th class, 𝐷

𝑚,𝑖

, as the intraclass compactness of the
𝑖th fault signature for the 𝑚th class, compactness

𝑚,𝑖

, and
estimate the interclass separability of the 𝑖th feature for the
𝑚th class, separability

𝑚,𝑖

, by computing separability
𝑚,𝑖

=

min
𝑛 ̸=𝑚

(|𝐶
𝑚,𝑖

− 𝐶
𝑛,𝑖

|), 𝑚, 𝑛 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑁classes, where min()
is the minimum value of its argument. Finally, the sensitivity
of the 𝑖th feature for the 𝑚th class, 𝛼

𝑚,𝑖

, is defined as 𝛼
𝑚,𝑖

=

separability
𝑚,𝑖

/compactness
𝑚,𝑖

. In this study, the minimum
dimension of the discriminative feature subset can be one
if fault features yielding the highest sensitivity for each
class are the same, whereas the maximum dimension of the
discriminative feature subset can be 𝑁classes if fault features
selected by the proposed EDET are different from each other.

3.2. Evaluation Process. As shown in Figure 3, the evaluation
process verifies the effectiveness of the proposed bearing fault
diagnosis methodology, which consists of the following two
steps.

Step 1. This paper configures a feature pool by carrying
out spectral kurtosis analysis for vibration signals in the
evaluation dataset (i.e., 90 vibration signals for each bearing
condition), selecting informative subband signals, and calcu-
lating statistical parameters determined by the EDET in the
analysis process from these subband signals.

Step 2. As mentioned in Section 1, the SFAM is used to iden-
tify various single and multiple-combined low-speed bearing
failures in this study. Likewise, 𝑘-fold cross validation [37] is
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Figure 6: Examples of the 𝑖th and 𝑗th fault signature distribution per class with the assumption that these features have the same degrees of
the intraclass compactness.

employed to estimate the generalized diagnostic performance
(or classification accuracy) of the proposed comprehensive
bearing fault diagnosis approach. In 𝑘-fold cross validation,
both training and testing the classifier are repeated 𝑘 times by
using randomly partitioned 𝑘 mutual folds from the feature
pool in the evaluation process, denoted by 𝐹

1

, 𝐹
2

, . . . , 𝐹
𝑘

.
Namely, the classifier (i.e., SFAM) is trained in the fold 𝐹

𝑖

and tested in the remaining folds at the 𝑖th iteration of 𝑘-fold
cross validation. Hence, the diagnostic performance of the
bearing fault diagnosis approach is estimated by computing
average values of classification accuracies and true positive
rates resulting from each iteration in 𝑘-fold cross validation,
where 𝑘 is set to 3 for accurate diagnostic performance
estimation in this study. Both average classification accuracy
(ACA) and average true positive rate (ATPR) are defined as
follows:

ACA =
1
𝑘

𝑘

∑

𝑖=1
CA
𝑖

, (2)

ATPR = 1
𝑘

𝑘

∑

𝑖=1
TPR
𝑖

, (3)

where both CA
𝑖

and TPR
𝑖

are the classification accu-
racy and true positive rate resulting at the 𝑖th iteration
of 𝑘-fold cross validation, which are defined as CA =

(∑
𝑁classes

𝑁TP/𝑁datasamples) × 100(%) and TPR = (𝑁TP/(𝑁TP +

𝑁FN)) × 100(%), respectively. Likewise, 𝑁TP and 𝑁FN are
the number of true positives (e.g., a true positive is when
a sample in the “CRBCO” class is correctly classified as
the “CRBCO” class) and false negatives (e.g., a false negative
is when a sample not in the “CRBCO” class is not classified as
the “CRBCO” class).

4. Experimental Results

In this paper, the EDET-based feature signature analysis is
used for effectively identifying single and multiple-combined
bearing defects and this section validates its efficacy in terms
of ACA and ATPR. As mentioned in Section 3.1, because
the conventional DET determines a subset of fault features
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Figure 7: Sensitivity of fault features by means of the conventional
DET.

based on the sensitivity level (𝑆level), it is necessary to explore
the impacts of various subsets of fault signatures on the
diagnostic performance, where fault signatures with high
sensitivity are useful for diagnosis in the DET-based feature
selection scheme. Table 4 shows a performance comparison
between the conventional DET and the proposed EDET and
the sensitivity level of all the extracted fault signatures in this
study is illustrated in Figure 7. In Table 5, the conventional
DET shows an average classification accuracy of 43.68%,
84.96%, and 84.58% for 𝑆level = 1, 𝑆level = 0.3, and 𝑆level = 0.1,
respectively, where the subsets of fault features for 𝑆level = 1,
𝑆level = 0.3, and 𝑆level = 0.1 are 𝑓DET(1) = {𝑓

2

},
𝑓DET(0.3) = {𝑓

2

, 𝑓
3

, 𝑓
11

}, and 𝑓DET(0.1) = {𝑓
2

, 𝑓
3

, 𝑓
4

, 𝑓
11

, 𝑓
12

}.
An interesting observation in Table 4 is that the average
classification accuracy is even worse (43.68%) at 𝑆level =

1. Accordingly, the conventional DET is inefficient for esti-
mating the sensitivity of each fault feature. In contrast, the
proposed EDET approach achieves an average classification
accuracy of 90.35%, where the most discriminative subset of
fault signatures 𝑓EDET = {𝑓1, 𝑓5, 𝑓7, 𝑓12}.

Although the EDET is effective for improving the diag-
nostic performance by sorting out discriminative fault sig-
natures of twelve fault features, the bearing defects are
not sufficiently classified between CRBCO and CRBCOR,
as presented in Table 5. Figure 8 depicts a 3-dimensional
visualization result of the three fault features (i.e., 𝑓

5

, 𝑓
7

, and
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Figure 8: 3-dimensional visualization result of the three fault features in 𝑓EDET = {𝑓1, 𝑓5, 𝑓7, 𝑓12}.

Table 4: Performance comparison between the conventional DET and the proposed EDET in terms of average classification accuracy and
true positive rate via k-fold cross validation (Unit: %).

𝑆level
ATPR for each bearing condition (standard deviation) ACA

(standard deviation)CRBCO CRBCI CRBCR CRBCOI CRBCOR CRBCIR CRBCOIR DFCRB

DET
1 27.22 (6.74) 37.22 (9.18) 43.33 (4.41) 51.11 (10.72) 22.22 (5.09) 35.00 (2.89) 33.33 (5.77) 100.00 (0.00) 43.68 (5.60)
0.3 82.22 (5.36) 76.67 (2.89) 93.33 (2.89) 93.89 (2.55) 74.44 (9.18) 75.00 (10.41) 83.33 (11.67) 100.00 (0.00) 84.96 (5.62)
0.1 85.00 (7.26) 73.33 (1.67) 93.33 (4.41) 93.89 (2.55) 67.22 (5.85) 81.11 (3.50) 82.78 (3.85) 100.00 (0.00) 84.58 (3.63)

EDET — 91.67 (2.89) 84.44 (3.50) 96.11 (5.36) 93.33 (2.89) 76.67 (11.67) 86.67 (7.26) 93.89 (0.96) 100.00 (0.00) 90.35 (4.31)

Table 5: Classification result of the proposed bearing fault diagnosis method using a confusion matrix, where k-fold cross validation is
performed.

Test outcome
CRBCO CRBCI CRBCR CRBCOI CRBCOR CRBCIR CRBCOIR DFCRB

Condition
CRBCO 165 0 2 0 8 3 2 0
CRBCI 0 173 2 0 0 5 0 0
CRBCR 0 1 152 2 5 16 4 0
CRBCOI 0 0 1 168 0 11 0 0
CRBCOR 29 0 7 2 138 0 4 0
CRBCIR 1 8 7 8 0 156 0 0
CRBCOIR 4 0 2 1 4 0 169 0
DFCRB 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100
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𝑓
12

) in 𝑓EDET = {𝑓
1

, 𝑓
5

, 𝑓
7

, 𝑓
12

}. As shown in Figure 8, the
boundary between these two bearing defects heavily overlaps
and is unclear, resulting in degraded diagnostic performance.
Thus, it is needed to extract a new fault feature preserving
intrinsic information about a CRBCOR to increase its true
positive rate.

5. Conclusion

In this study, a comprehensive bearing fault diagnosis
approach is presented to diagnose single and multiple-
combined cylindrical roller bearing defects. This approach
first finds the most informative subband signal via the
discrete wavelet packet transform-based spectral kurtosis
analysis and configures a feature pool by calculating twelve
statistical parameters in the subband signal. However, all the
extracted fault signaturesmay be equally useful for accurately
identifying various bearing failures. Accordingly, the EDET-
based fault signature analysis is carried out to determine an
optimal subset of fault features, which is further used for
training and testing the SFAM. Experimental results indicate
that the proposed fault diagnosismethod is effective for accu-
rate bearing fault diagnosis. In fact, the EDET achieves up
to 106.85% performance improvement over the conventional
DET in ACA.

Abbreviation

ACA: Average classification accuracy
ATPR: Average true positive rate
BPFI: A ball pass frequency for the inner

raceway
BPFO: A ball pass frequency for the outer

raceway
BSF: A ball spin frequency
CRBCI: A cylindrical roller bearing with a crack

on its inner raceway
CRBCIR: A cylindrical roller bearing with a crack

on its inner raceway and roller
CRBCO: A cylindrical roller bearing with a crack

on its outer raceway
CRBCOI: A cylindrical roller bearing with a crack

on its outer and inner raceways
CRBCOIR: A cylindrical roller bearing with a crack on

its outer raceway, inner raceway, and roller
CRBCOR: A cylindrical roller bearing with a crack

on its outer raceway and roller
CRBCR: A cylindrical roller bearing with a crack

on its roller
DFCRB: A defect-free cylindrical roller bearing
DET: Distance evaluation technique
EDET: Enhanced distance evaluation technique
EMD: Empirical mode decomposition
FFT: Fast Fourier transform
IMF: Intrinsic mode function
KFDA: Kernel fisher discriminant analysis
KPCA: Kernel principal component analysis
PCA: Principal component analysis
RPM: Revolutions-per-minute

SFAM: Simplified fuzzy adaptive resonance
theory map

STFT: Short-time Fourier transform
WT: Wavelet transform.
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